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1. Analyse the conversation between Meenu and Reshma and answer the following 
questions....

                       

a)  Which is the organ system mentioned here other than nervous system ?
b)  What does this system include ?
c)  What act as chemical messenger to regulate cellular activities ?

2. Can you help Renu to identify the gland.....?

                   

The nervous system 
controls and coordinates

 all the activities
in our body!!!

There is another system
which also control
 and coordinate 
body functions

Who am I ???

I am a 
digestive 

gland
connected to 

the 
duodenum.

I secrete a 
digestive 

juice which 
helps in

digestion.

I secrete 
certain 

hormones 
also.
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a) Identify the gland mentioned here.

b) Identify the cell clusters seen in this gland which secrete hormones.

c) Identify A and B and mention the hormones secreted by them.

3.An entry made in Meenu’s science diary is given below.Analyse it and answer
  the following questions.

 

a) Do you agree with the statement ?

b) How the hormones secreted by endocrine glands reach different body parts?

c) Do all the hormones act upon all the cells?.

d) Analyse the illustration and complete the flow chart..

A

B

“Liver has  bile duct to carry its secretion 
to the duodenum, but endocrine glands 
don’t have ducts to carry their secretions 
to different parts of the body”
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4.Compete the illustration.

A-------------------

Hormone
receptor

Hormone
receptor
complex

B--------------------------

C--------------------------

 D. Enzymes are activated within 
the cell and certain changes 
occur in cellular activities.

Hormone 
molecules

Normal level of Glucose 70-110mg/100ml of blood

A-------------------ALPHA CELLS
IN PANCREAS

INSULIN B-----------

.SYNTHESISE GLUCOSE
 FROM AMINO ACIDS.

.C----------------------------------

.CELLULAR UPTAKE OF
 GLUCOSE MOLECULES

D-----------------------
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4. Analyse the conversation between Reena and her grandma and answer the 
questions.

       

             a)  Which is the condition mentioned here?
b)  What is the role of regular checking of blood sugar in identifying the      
condition mentioned above ?

5. Analyse the conversation between Ravi and his grandfather and 
answer the questions.

Look my dear, I feel
dizziness if I don’t take 

food at right time
Grandma,  you check
the blood sugar level 

at regular intervals, don’t you?

Yes, teacher told the
presence of glucose in
diabetic patients can

be checked by 
testing urine.

See my dear, now your
Grandpa needn’t go to

The lab for checking the 
Sugar level in blood
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  Take two millilitre of 
sample(urine) in a test tube

A------------------

B------------------C------------------

Compare the colour 
of the sample with the glucose
 Indicator on the reagent bottle.

a)  Name the test which helps to find out the presence of glucose in urine.

b)  Complete the steps of experiment and formulate your inferences.
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